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I'm the guy you love to hate. In every story in my life, I seem to end up playing the villain - and I've

got the scars to prove it. That role works fine for me, because I'm sure as hell not anyone's hero. I

run my life and my empire with an iron fist - until she knocks my tightly controlled world off its axis.

She's nobody's damsel in distress, but I can't help but want to save her anyway. I guess we're about

to find out if there's a hero buried...beneath these scars.
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MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS - Two alphas who run from love & relationships & commitment who

have angry sex & eventually fall in love. Yve & Lucas Titan weren't my favorite couple for the

love/hate thing they had going on, the push & pull got a little tiresome, but they both had issues they

needed to work through, visible & emotional scars. In a nutshell Yve's mother was a kept woman, a

mistress, & this seemed to be a trend in Yve's family. Yve is constantly avoiding any situation where

it would appear that she is just kept around for sex, especially if that sex ends with special financial

favors. I love that she enjoyed the sex with Lucas so much that she figures out a way to keep it

continuing but on her own terms. Lucas' alpha male tendencies are on the rise because Yve seems

to be a target & although Yve is keeping secrets he feels that he has to keep her close, keep her

under his roof & keep her safe which is a little too close for Yve. Even though Lucas blackmailed

Vanessa & seemed like a bad guy, he has daddy issues & very low self-esteem, the reason behind

his success, to constantly feel like he must prove himself. Lucas Titan is the sexiest man Yve has



ever seen so even though she says she hates him & he disgusts her, that obviously isn't the case.

That isn't something that turns me on so again, not my favorite couple. Like with the other books in

this series there is a high level of danger & there was a great plot twist at the end when the person

targeting Yve is not who we thought it would be. The ending brought it all around for me, when Yve

& Lucas are in danger & know in that moment that they love each other. And the epilogue, awww,

so romantic! That was absolutely the best, in Lucas style forcing Yve's hand while making the whole

evening beautiful & romantic, just like Cinderella!

**I received a digital copy of this book from the publisher via Netgalley in exchange for an honest

review.**HOLY FREAKING MOLLY! THIS BOOK WAS INSANELY GOOD . It's past 4 am and I

simply couldn't stop reading, I had to finish the book and I can't wait to put my thoughts out

there...so yeah it's gonna be tough morning for me. Nonetheless, I'm truly glad to say that I loved

this book and it kept me on my toes till the very end, which was majestically sweet btw. This was the

first book I read by this author and it definitely won't be my last, I'm going to read every single book

in this series and whatever else this awsome author has written.The story revolves around the lives

of Yve and Titan. Yve is an independent and a strong woman who wants to strive in the world with

her own merits. But she has a past that she badly wants to forget but it keeps coming back to haunt

her. Her encounter with the Titan leaves her wanting for more though she hates his attitude but they

can barely resist one another. As they come to know each other and learn about their scars, they

truly understand the person underneath the facade. But when Yve's past catches up with her will he

be able to save her in time or loose her forever?The plot had a healthy dose of romance with a

pinch of mystery and action thrown into the mix. I loved Yve and Titan together. Though it started as

a no-strings-attached and a love-hate kind of relationship, they couldn't help but care as they both

got to know each other. He saw right through her, every single time and she found solace in his

arms. Their chemistry was undeniable and I just loved their romance. The scene when she finally

broke down and he took care of her, that was really, really sweet, it melted my heart.
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